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Introduction 

As the Journal of Media Innovations comes into existence, this article reflects on 
the first and most obvious question: just what do we mean by “media 
innovations”? Drawing on the examples of a range of recent innovations in media 
technologies and practices, initiated by a variety of media audiences, users, 
professionals, and providers, it explores the interplay between the different 
drivers of innovation and the effects of such innovation on the complex 
frameworks of contemporary society and the media ecology which supports it. In 
doing so, this article makes a number of key observations: first, it notes that 
media innovation is an innovation in media practices at least as much as in media 
technologies, and that changes to the practices of media both reflect and promote 
societal changes as well – media innovations are never just media technology 
innovations. Second, it shows that the continuing mediatisation of society, and 
the shift towards a more widespread participation of ordinary users as active 
content creators and media innovators, make it all the more important to 
investigate in detail these interlinked, incremental, everyday processes of media 
and societal change – media innovations are almost always also user innovations. 
Finally, it suggests that a full understanding of these processes as they unfold 
across diverse interleaved media spaces and complex societal structures 
necessarily requires a holistic perspective on media innovations, which considers 
the contemporary media ecology as a crucial constitutive element of societal 
structures and seeks to trace the repercussions of innovations across both media 
and society – media innovations are inextricably interlinked with societal 
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innovations (even if, at times, they may not be considered to be improvements to 
the status quo). 

Media reflect society not only in their content, but also in their organisational 
and technological structures. Media are part of society, however much some 
media professionals and organisations may wish to claim the status of 
independent, disinterested, unbiased observers; they are intermediate and do 
mediate between different parts of society, and as society changes, so do the 
media which are situated in between its constituent elements. In a very direct 
sense, therefore, when we examine media innovations we are really investigating 
one of the processes of societal innovation. But it is nonetheless useful to take the 
idea of media innovations as our starting-point, and to trace the processes of 
societal change from here: to do so provides us with an opportunity to unravel the 
network of interdependencies through which media, their (professional as well as 
amateur) users, and society at large are intertwined, and through which innovative 
ideas are communicated and generate change. 

Innovations in the media, by the media 

In the complex interplay between media and other societal actors, sometimes it is 
the media which lead such processes of change, and sometimes they lag behind 
other actors. To pick a handful of examples to illustrate this: in many countries 
the societal acceptance of demographic change – of a shift towards more 
multicultural, multi-ethnic societies – has predated its reflection on television 
screens, with newsreaders and actors remaining representative largely (even 
exclusively) of majority ethnicities; however, it may be argued that the 
introduction of public service television channel SBS (Special Broadcasting 
Service) in Australia during the 1980s, as a channel dedicated especially to the 
country’s non-Anglo-Saxon minority communities (see e.g. Jakubowicz, 1987), is 
one example of a media innovation which predated or at least paralleled the 
growing acceptance of multiculturalism in that country during the latter decades 
of the twentieth century. (We may also suggest that this was less a media 
innovation in its own right than a political initiative which led to innovation in 
Australia’s media landscape, however.) 

If in the case of multicultural representation in the media, media innovation 
has largely followed societal change, in other cases we may observe – even 
without falling into the trap of purely techno-deterministic argumentation – how 
media innovation has driven societal change. Christoph Bieber, for example, has 
suggested that the arrival of WikiLeaks as a new and controversial model of a 
media organisation – in Jay Rosen’s terms, “the world’s first stateless news 
organisation” (2010) – has triggered various “dynamics of change” across the 
intertwined landscapes of media and society (Bieber, 2013, p. 324). Bieber sees 
WikiLeaks – the idea of WikiLeaks as much as the actual site itself – as triggering 
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a range of profound changes and innovations in the media, in the professions 
which sustain the media, and in society’s relations with the media: he believes, 
first, that the exponential multiplication of digital data on all aspects of society (in 
short, the rise of what has been summarised under the term ‘big data’ in recent 
years) “will be responsible for a future ‘economy of the leak’” (ibid.) in which 
WikiLeaks-style data leaking platforms and facilities multiply both outside and 
inside conventional media organisations. Second, and to some extent as a direct 
consequence of the first point, professional roles in the media industry may have 
to adapt to an informational environment in which leaks play an increasingly 
important role: “leaking” may be seen as “a current embodiment of investigative 
journalism” (ibid.), a practice in which professional journalists work closely with 
leakers and even employ third parties as information couriers. The current 
Edward Snowden / David Miranda / Glenn Greenwald affair around information 
leaked from the US National Security Agency to The Guardian serves as one 
example of such change in journalist/non-journalist relations. This also already 
points to a third dimension of change, in “the consequences of the ‘logic of the 
leak’ for the relationship between citizens and members of the political system” 
(Bieber, 2012, p. 324), including journalists. (Here we may also consider the 
persistent and repeated leaking of information on tax evaders from Swiss banks to 
German journalists and even German state authorities as another example of how 
entrenched the logic of the leak has become; cf. Spiegel, 2012.) 

But an answer to the question of whether the chicken of media innovation or 
the egg of societal innovation came first is usually complex, and often irrelevant. 
Whistleblowing and leaks predate the arrival of WikiLeaks as a platform and 
organisation, but especially in marrying this older culture of leaking with current 
‘Web 2.0’ technologies under the WikiLeaks moniker (with its mischievous and 
misleading allusion to the most famous wiki site, Wikipedia) the WikiLeaks 
project has arguably triggered more substantive change than individual leakers 
had managed to do before. It has brought what Bieber calls “the logic of the leak” 
into the media and societal mainstream with a force that appears to continue even 
where WikiLeaks itself, burdened by internal strife and a controversial leadership 
figure, is faltering. More recent high-profile leaks of sensitive information have 
drawn less on third-party intermediaries like WikiLeaks, and instead built on 
direct contacts between whistleblowers and leading news and government 
organisations: Edward Snowden’s leaks about the US National Security Agency’s 
widespread phone and Internet surveillance of citizens in the United States and 
‘friendly’ nations, for example, have drawn directly on the resources of The 
Guardian and, more recently, the New York Times and Der Spiegel in making 
international news (Lawless, 2013); anonymous insider sources leaking the Swiss 
bank account details of major tax cheats even managed to sell their information 
directly to German tax investigators, causing a wave of new prosecutions for tax 
evasion in recent years (The Economist, 2013). From one perspective, this shows 
how successful WikiLeaks has been in highlighting the affordances of new media 
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technologies in facilitating whistleblowing at an unprecedented scale, and thereby 
in establishing leaking as an acceptable if not uncontroversial response to 
corporate and governmental abuses of power. We may argue that media 
innovation is leading societal innovation, that the initiative of Julian Assange and 
his fellow grassroots activists has led to long-term change in media and society, 
even to the point where the initial catalyst for such innovation – WikiLeaks itself 
– is no longer at the forefront of these transformations. (That such change is not 
always a change for the better does not undermine this argument.) 

Media innovation from the edges 

It should not be overlooked that such change, such innovation, in the media often 
originates from the edges of the mainstream media system, where change is less 
encumbered by tradition, by an established way of doing things. WikiLeaks was 
the initiative of media outsiders who, based on their growing notoriety, were able 
to build at least temporary alliances with some very significant mainstream media 
outlets in a number of key countries; its whose operational logic has now been 
internalised at least by some of these partner organisations for their own 
investigative reporting – e.g., The Guardian, Der Spiegel, The New York Times –  
but also other mainstream news organisations such as the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation which now provide some supposedly secure “tip-off” functionality 
on their Websites, targeting would-be whistleblowers (e.g. ABC, 2013). In a 
manner of speaking, this represents a case of “innovation push” where a new 
media model is trialled and found to be workable and valuable, if not without 
adjustments. SBS, on the other hand, could be described as a form of “innovation 
pull”, where a clearly perceived need for new approaches to television 
broadcasting leads to the development and gradual mainstreaming of an 
innovative public broadcasting setup that addresses the requirements of a 
changing society. SBS itself, of course, was not without its grassroots 
antecedents, in the form of small-scale community media servicing specific 
ethnic and cultural groups in Australian society (Ang et al., 2008). 

Overall, then, perhaps an appropriate metaphor for this complex system of 
interaction between a society and its media is that like the Earth and its Moon, 
both revolve around a common barycentre that is situated between them; 
sometimes it is society and sometimes the media that drive processes of 
innovation and change, but both are inextricably interdependent on each other. 
But contrary to the comparatively stable Earth-Moon system, in the media-society 
system the shapes of the two bodies orbiting each other are constantly in flux, and 
thus always at risk of upsetting the delicate balance between them. The entrance 
of new players, the emergence of new practices, in the media industries has the 
potential to severely undermine existing arrangements, sending the entire system 
spinning out of control until a new equilibrium is established. 
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Arguably, the past decades – since the advent of the World Wide Web and 
especially the growth of user-generated content, in a second stage of change – 
have considerably sped up such developments. Several now dominant players in 
the global media landscape (Google, Facebook) barely even existed ten or fifteen 
years ago; they have developed rapidly, if not always steadily, from small-scale 
initiatives to corporate giants. But it is not simply the emergence of these 
companies and their products and services which is remarkable, but the way in 
which innovative processes have unfolded within and around them: rather than 
being driven simply by internal developments and corporate imperatives, media 
innovation in the Internet age is now largely a story of co-creation of products, 
platforms, and practices in collaboration between users and producers (cf. Banks, 
2013; Bruns, 2008). 

One of the more recent success stories, Twitter, may serve as a useful 
example in this context. The Twitter platform itself emerged in 2006 as a tool 
which enabled users to post short-message status updates to a loose network of 
connections, resembling in no small part a kind of public, group SMS-style 
format (indeed, the need to be able to post to Twitter from mobile phones via 
SMS is responsible in part for Twitter’s 140-character message limit, since a 
single SMS is limited to 160 characters; cf. Rogers, 2013). As a communal 
platform for what has sometimes been described as “microblogging”, the mere 
ability to post such short-form updates of one’s current status may have been 
sufficient; however, Twitter’s most enduring and distinctive communicative 
features, the @reply and hashtag, were user conventions – or indeed, inventions – 
which considerably enhanced the flexibility and versatility of the service. As 
Halavais (2013; also cf. Bruns, 2012) shows, these innovations (which had their 
precedents in blogs and Internet Relay Chat, respectively) were introduced to 
Twitter by users who needed to do more than what the platform supported 
natively – they wanted to be able to address fellow users directly without 
retreating to the private, invisible sphere of direct messaging (via @replies), or to 
coordinate public discussions across large and previously unconnected groups of 
users interested in the same topics (using hashtags), for example. Twitter, Inc. 
only began to add formal support for such communicative elements when it 
became clear that they would play a significant role in user practices and the 
future development of Twitter as a platform for public communication. By now, 
such user-led platform innovation has even spread beyond Twitter itself, as 
Facebook, too, has introduced hashtagging functionality even though the small-
world, semi-private structure of its friending networks is comparatively ill-suited 
to benefitting from the use of hashtags (cf. Bosker, 2013). 

If such examples demonstrate that media innovation, particularly but not only 
for predominantly online media, is now coming especially from the edges – in the 
form of entirely new media initiatives such as WikiLeaks, or in the form of user-
generated incremental innovation being incorporated into existing media 
platforms and organisations – then this further highlights the interdependent 
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nature of media and societal innovations in the current era. User participation in, 
user co-creation of the media – for example through the processes of what I have 
described elsewhere as produsage (Bruns, 2008) – in a very real sense is both 
media and societal innovation, and arguably collapses the two categories into 
one: into multi-pronged innovative processes within a comprehensively 
mediatised society in which boundaries between media professionals and media 
amateurs are rapidly shifting, even dissolving.  

Early in the 21st century, facing a first wave of repercussions from this shift at 
a time when news bloggers and citizen journalists first began to question and 
deconstruct the professional authority of industry journalists, Jay Rosen coined 
the memorable term “the people formerly known as the audience” (2006) to 
describe these new actors in the media society, and Dan Gillmor suggested that 
the “readers know more than I do” (2003) on many specialist topics covered by 
generalist news reporters – but today, even the remnants of such ‘us and them’ 
conceptualisations of the professional/amateur divide are being eroded by 
contemporary patterns of information dissemination. Social media, for example, 
are rapidly taking on a key role as the new mechanisms through which many of 
us follow and engage with the news (see e.g. Holcomb et al., 2013, for recent US 
statistics on this trend), but they also atomise the news, and undermine the 
established structures of the news industry: we now encounter individual stories, 
even individual updates to continuing stories, from a wide range of sources rather 
than loyally subscribing to selected channels and publications; we follow 
individual journalists, and para-journalistic actors such as organisational 
spokespersons and individual domain experts, across a broad number of fields, 
rather than trusting only in the imprints of news organisations; and we engage 
with such actors on social media not as a receptive audience to a news provider, 
but as fellow users trying to collaborate on “working the story” (Bruns & 
Highfield, 2013). The most respected, most influential news imprint in this 
environment is no longer a Times, CNN, or even Guardian, but an @acarvin – the 
Twitter account of NPR journalist Andy Carvin, whose curation of social media 
updates about the unfolding Arab Spring became a crucial source of information 
about the events (cf. Hermida et al., forthcoming). 

Media innovations and the media ecology 

Under these conditions, then, research into media innovations increasingly 
becomes research into societal change itself. The argument here is similar to that 
put forward by Richard Rogers when he calls on us to move from researching 
‘the Internet’ to researching society with the Internet (2009): with the increasing 
embedding of Internet technologies into every aspect of our lives, the Internet no 
longer constitutes a separate (or separable) object of study, but rather becomes an 
integral element of society itself. Similarly, with the mediatisation of society at 
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large – “the process whereby society to an increasing degree is submitted to, or 
becomes dependent on, the media and their logic” (Hjarvard, 2008, p. 113) –, not 
least but not only through the rise of user-led content creation and social media 
participation as examples of what Manuel Castells has called “mass self-
communication” (2009), the study of media innovation is no longer a study of 
innovation in ‘the’ media, but of innovative practices of participating in society – 
of societal change – itself. 

Viewed from this perspective, however, the study of media innovations as 
societal change becomes a considerably more profound challenge. It is now no 
longer sufficient to tell the story of the functional innovations made to media 
platforms or practices by their operators or users – for example, to describe how 
Chris Messina’s suggestion of using #sandiegofire to track updates about a major 
wildfire in the U.S. helped to popularise the idea of Twitter hashtags (2007; also 
see Halavais, 2013), and to trace the technological antecedents and repercussions 
of this media innovation. Rather, a much more comprehensive history of change 
can and should be developed to fully understand the societal implications of 
media innovations, even where they are as deceptively simple an idea as the 
hashtag. 

Social media analytics make it possible, of course, to engage in a programme 
of in-depth research into the uses of hashtags on Twitter and in other platforms, 
from their early applications in crisis communication (starting with the San Diego 
Fires) and other breaking news events (see e.g. Hermida, 2010; Bruns et al., 
2012; Lotan et al., 2011) through an ever-widening range of other topical uses 
and on to the reappropriation of hashtags not to enable the gathering of a 
community of interest but rather to support memes and other virally distributed 
phenomena (cf. Leavitt, 2013). They even enable the observation of common 
patterns in hashtag use (Bruns & Stieglitz, 2012; 2013), and other forms of 
research which explore the trajectories of the hashtag as an innovative and still-
changing element of social media communication. But where they focus only on 
what can be observed in and through the initial media space itself, such studies 
are unable to trace the wider social and societal trajectory of the hashtag outside 
of Twitter itself, a trajectory which is at least as fascinating and important for our 
understanding of its innovatory energy as the in-depth examination of practical 
uses of hashtags within Twitter. 

Phenomena to consider in this context include, for example, the adaptation of 
hashtags into media platforms which do not or only in a very limited fashion 
support core hashtag functionality; this includes the appearance of hashtags in 
emails, SMS messages, or on Facebook, for instance. They also include the use of 
hashtags, and by extension of the Twitter platform as such, to promote 
backchannel mechanisms in radio and television broadcasting (Harrington et al., 
2012), as visual elements in advertising, marketing, and public relations, and as 
slogans in political campaigns and public demonstrations. And they certainly also 
include the growing use of hashtags as flourishes in fashion and art. What has 
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happened when the humble hashtag jumps its original technological boundaries in 
this way – when it appears on television screens, billboards, business cards, t-
shirts, tattoos, and more – is that it has emerged as a cultural phenomenon in its 
own right, detached or at least unlinked from Twitter itself, but at the same time 
also inherently demonstrating the transformational effects of Twitter in particular 
and of social media more generally on society at large. What started as a geeky, 
ad hoc technological innovation on an obscure social media platform has been 
transfigured into an icon of, indeed a symbol for, contemporary mediatised 
society. 

In other words, if we thus consider media innovations to be more than simply 
changes in the practices and technologies which determine the uses of specific 
media – if instead we shift our perspective to the overall media ecology as such 
(that is, the interplay and interrelations of the various media technologies and 
practices through which a mediatised society operates), and aim to trace the 
changes to its overall dynamics which even small practical or technological 
innovations can cause, or if indeed we attempt to regard society as such, with the 
media as an integral part of society and an important driver of societal dynamics 
in a system of complex interdependencies – then research into the processes and 
consequences of media and societal innovation in this complex system requires 
the synthesis of a diverse range of approaches and observations. What becomes 
necessary is a close observation of the dynamics of specific media forms and 
platforms, as well as the comparison and correlation of observed phenomena 
across these platforms, combined with the development and evaluation of 
theoretical models which are able to make sense of these observations and retain 
the flexibility to account for further change. 

The idea of a media ecology in which various species of media coexist and 
interact with, even interdepend on one another becomes a useful metaphor also 
for other reasons. It introduces a very long-term, evolutionary perspective of 
systemic change which sees some of the ecology’s elements flourish while others 
struggle, but where reversals of fortune through the emergence of new threats or 
the adaptation to specific niches are also always possible. Many of the inhabitants 
of the media ecology, in fact, have proven remarkably adept at adjusting to new 
circumstances: as it appears from an early 21st century perspective, few media 
forms ever go extinct completely, but they are at times forced to evolve rapidly in 
order to arrange themselves into new media-ecological niches, or take on new 
symbiotic or parasitical roles which subordinate them to currently flourishing 
species. 

Perhaps the most famous media casualty of recent decades is the telegramme. 
India’s shutdown of its 160-year-old telegramme service on 15 July 2013 became 
the cause for a world-wide wave of media coverage to mark the passing of this 
once so important global communications service (e.g. Pandey, 2013), and to 
reflect on its obsolescence at the hands of the telephone, email, and other less 
centrally controlled electronic and digital media. But if these ‘new’ media did 
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indeed cause the extinction of the telegramme, they appear to have caused so 
gradual a death as to make it virtually indistinguishable from natural causes. 
Conversely, we might also ask whether the telegramme did indeed die at all, or 
whether its short, staccato message phrasing merely transmogrified into the even 
more shortened and stylised ‘l33t speak’ [“leet speak”] of more recent media such 
as SMS and Twitter, which appropriates and redeploys available punctuation, 
numerals, and ideogrammes to craft messages which, while at times 
incomprehensible to the uninitiated, convey all the more meaning to those who 
have learnt its codes. Media forms, in other words, are more than their 
technological infrastructure: just as importantly, they also describe a way of 
communicating – and the communicative practices of the telegramme, we might 
argue, have merely detached from one technological basis and migrated to other 
host technologies, in other niches of the global media ecology. 

We have seen these processes played out over and over again in the recent 
past. The arrival of television and the VCR did not kill cinema, even in spite of 
the media panics which surrounded the introduction of such new media forms. 
CDs, DVDs, and then the various legal and illegal forms of delivering music in 
downloaded and streamed forms over the Internet did not kill vinyl records; 
indeed, even in spite of their obvious aural deficiencies vinyl LPs have now 
found a new, niche market as an audiophile specialty product and hipster status 
symbol. Vinyl products are now often packaged with free downloads of the 
album contents in digital form in order to facilitate both a sedentary and a mobile 
listening experience, resulting in an unexpected symbiosis between a threatened 
media species and its would-be predator. And even chemical photography has not 
been replaced entirely by its digital descendants, although some of the once-
dominant commercial drivers of the former – most famously, the Kodak brand – 
have been reduced to mere shadows of their former selves: electronics-free 
photography remains a viable niche pursuit, while a leading provider of digital 
photography services, Instagram, has built its billion-dollar market valuation 
chiefly on the premise of simulating the experience of chemical photography with 
all its visually attractive glitches and flaws. Here, too, tangible media technology 
and the material media experience which such technology has traditionally 
provided have detached from one another; while the former might indeed be 
threatened by gradual obsolescence, the latter has been adapted to and simulated 
by, and arguably is even further enhanced by, its new digital foundation. 

The underlying process of such dynamic interactions between media forms 
within the overall media ecology is what Bolter & Grusin (1999) have described 
as remediation: 

 
In the first instance, we may think of something like a historical progression, of newer 
media remediating older ones and in particular of digital media remediating their 
predecessors. But ours is a genealogy of affiliations, not a linear history, and in this 
genealogy, older media can also remediate newer ones. (1999: 55) 
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While, as Bolter & Grusin note, a remediation of newer practices by older 

media remains possible, it is difficult to argue against the view that at present, the 
overwhelming push of remediation is towards the digital, with online and mobile 
media remediating older, offline and stationary practices. In the course of such 
remediation, media technologies and media practices appear increasingly 
detached from one another: a handful of foundational technological bases – the 
Internet and its underlying network infrastructure and protocols, as well as a 
small and shrinking number of competing device platforms (PCs, Macs, Linux; 
iOS and Android hand-held devices; and games consoles) – now provide a 
universal and standardised layer of media infrastructure that supports a very wide 
range of media practices. Such remediation further extends the reach of the latest 
wave of the mediatisation of society: as older media practices are remediated by 
newer, digital media, the inherent logics of these digital media – not least of 
which are their default commercial, social, and ethical configurations – are also 
spread further throughout society. In the process, for example, amateur creative 
works are repositioned as commercially exploitable, personal thoughts as publicly 
shareable, and private information as a tradeable commodity. 

Apple’s iPod, iPhone and iPad catchphrase “there’s an app for that” neatly 
encapsulates this trend: its iDevices constitute a standard hardware and firmware 
platform that exists in only a small number of largely compatible variations, and 
it is this universal, versatile, tightly controlled hardware basis which has enabled 
the development of a galaxy of applications – many of which, importantly, 
remediate other, earlier, media practices from scribbling on paper through 
listening to radio and watching television to making telephone and videophone 
calls. Whichever extant medium you seek to remediate, to translate to a modern 
technological framework, to bring under Apple’s commercial umbrella – there’s 
an app for that. Other manufacturers have sought to do the same in the past 
(including Microsoft with Windows and a procession of games companies with 
their consoles), but few have been as successful. 

It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss in detail the reasons for the 
success of iOS (and similarly, Android) devices in providing a unified 
technological infrastructure supporting a diverse range of use practices; we might 
speculate, however, that overall developments in computing technology have now 
reached the point where the possibilities even of comparatively cheap end-user 
technologies have surpassed the imagination of most users and software 
developers, in line with Moore’s Law and similar development trends – in other 
words, while earlier generations of hardware never quite managed to live up to 
the uses we imagined for them, leaving users frustrated, our current hardware 
provides more capability than the average user is likely ever to need in their day-
to-day media practice. While earlier, the pull of innovation in media practices led 
to rapid advances in media technology in order to keep up with what we wanted 
our devices to be able to do, now the push of innovation in media technology is 
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encouraging us to dream up new media practices that make full use of the 
features available to us. We see this, for example, in the increasingly innovative 
uses of the haptic interfaces, movement sensors, and close-range communication 
technologies built into the current generation of mobile and portable devices. 

These observations, then, provide further support to the argument that 
innovation in media technologies and innovation in media practices are 
increasingly decoupled from one another. Technological innovation is proceeding 
apace, but seems to be predate (and create) rather than respond to a mass market 
demand; the arms race especially between the leading portable device 
manufacturers has already resulted in a generation of devices whose capabilities 
are well ahead of the demand curve, for example, and whose further development 
shows little sign of slowing down. Under these circumstances of comparative 
technological abundance, then, it is innovation in media practices – in how such 
technologies are actually used – which becomes the central bottleneck, the central 
factor in determining the shape of the contemporary media ecology. How, in 
short, do media organisations, media producers, media users utilise the tools now 
available to them; how do they transform these technologies in the process of 
adoption; and how does this affect the overall balance of competing interests 
within the wider media ecology? 

Conclusion: Media innovation is societal innovation 

Although the role of technology must never be ignored or taken for granted, and 
although innovation in media technologies remains an important field of research 
in its own right, then, it is nonetheless likely that it is innovation in media 
practices – innovation driven as much by professional media practitioners as by 
the audiences and users of media – which will prove to have the more immediate 
impact on the further evolution of the contemporary media ecology. At a time of 
relative media technology abundance, at least in developed nations, we are more 
able than ever to make our own media, and this is borne out by the rapid and 
transformational rise of user-generated content as well as by the fast succession 
of new and significant media and communication platforms from email to Skype 
and from homepages to Twitter. (The fact that these examples, and many more 
beside them, are inherently based on Internet infrastructure both indicates the 
fundamental role which online technologies now play in the contemporary media 
environment and demonstrates the high degree of malleability which they have 
retained for everyday practical use.) If it is today predominantly an innovation in 
media practices, media innovation is now a matter for established media 
organisations, for emerging developers and entrepreneurs, and for loose 
communities of everyday users alike, and indeed – as the example of Twitter 
above shows – often driven by the interplay of all three forces. 
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Such broad-based media innovation, then, is necessarily also a form of social 
and societal innovation. While the specific role of social media, defined narrowly 
as Facebook, Twitter, and similar platforms, is often overstated, all media are 
inherently social, and with continuing innovation in contemporary media 
practices the social aspects of media are becoming increasingly difficult to 
ignore. Especially as they are transitioned to and remediated through online 
channels, older media forms such as print and broadcast gain additional elements 
of sociality: they are shared, commented upon, and reappropriated by users, who 
thereby diminish and even eradicate the traditional distinctions between media 
producers and media audiences. Newer forms of media, on the other hand, 
increasingly start out without such in-built differences in the first place: media 
which are social by design, from Facebook to Pinterest, extend an open invitation 
to potential participants regardless of their prior histories of media content use 
and creation. These platforms, by contrast, anticipate the emergence of new roles 
and structures as an inevitable result of the social processes which take place 
amongst their userbase: depending on their contribution and commitment, some 
users will almost necessarily emerge as more central to the community than 
others. (The same process takes place, though potentially overlaid and 
encumbered by persisting legacy structures, as older media are remediated in new 
environments: hence the emergence of Andy Carvin as a news media organisation 
in his own right during the Arab Spring, as discussed above.) 

If such social processes, such gradual reorganisations of existing structures 
and formations of new structures, take place at a smaller scale around individual 
media practices and platforms, however, then cumulatively they also combine to 
drive much wider, societal-scale changes and innovation. As our individual and 
collective media practices change, as the ways our media operate – or the ways 
we operate our media – evolve, our overall media ecology is disrupted and must 
find a new equilibrium. Our media, media practices, social practices, and society 
itself are inherently and inextricably entwined in contemporary mediatised 
society, however – a change to any one of these components will therefore 
necessarily also cause changes to the others. Innovation in media practices, then, 
is inevitably also a source of social and societal change – but whether media 
innovation is also societal innovation (in the narrow sense of “innovation” as 
“improvement”) still remains to be seen. 

Finally, then, if the three types of innovation discussed here – media 
innovation, user innovation, and societal innovation – are inherently layered upon 
and interleaved with each otherwhat value is there in distinguishing them; indeed, 
does a Journal of Media Innovations make sense? Here, we must recognise that 
interconnection does not imply homology. Media innovation may be a form of 
societal innovation, but not all societal innovation is driven by changes in the 
media; indeed, as we have seen above, some media-independent societal changes 
eventually cause further media innovation, too. It is precisely the identification of 
innovations in media practices and technologies, innovations in the activities and 
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attitudes of media users, and innovations in wider societal processes and 
structures as distinct but connected components of a larger system (of the media 
ecology, from one perspective, or of mediatised society, from another) which 
enables us to trace the dynamics of their interplay and to understand how change 
and innovation in any one of these three components comes about. A Journal of 
Media Innovations, therefore, while focussing in the first place on the changing 
practices and technologies of the media as such, has much to offer in advancing 
our understanding of social and societal processes as well. 
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